
Create this Reusable Template to Track
Your Household Accounts Easily Every Year

Would you like to keep an eye on your household
income and spending, to compare one month with
another, and see at a glance how your finances are
doing? If so, Microsoft Excel is exactly the right tool for
the job!

In this article, we’ll run through all the steps for
creating an accounts spreadsheet from scratch, giving
you a running tally of a whole year’s figures. And even
if you don’t need this precise spreadsheet, you’ll pick up all
sorts of useful tips to help you set up different types of
spreadsheet.
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This article shows you how to:

� Use Microsoft Excel to track your income and outgoings

� Check your monthly and yearly totals at a glance

� Create this template just once and reuse it every year
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Tutorial: A Monthly Accounts Spreadsheet
The spreadsheet we’re going to create in this article is
designed to help you keep track of the money coming into
your household each month, how much you’re spending, and
how much you have left. It looks like the example in the
screenshot below (with the addition of a few fictitious
transactions).

With a little luck, this is exactly the kind of spreadsheet
you’ll find useful, and you’ll also be satisfied with its layout.
However, part of the point is to show you how to go about
creating a spreadsheet like this: you might need something
slightly different – or very different! – and the details in this
article should help you create it.

With that in mind, if you don’t have a lot of experience with
Excel, my suggestion is to treat this as a tutorial. Follow
along to create the same spreadsheet yourself, add some
dummy figures to it afterwards, and you’ll get a feel for how
the whole process works. Armed with that experience, you
can then either modify the spreadsheet you’ve produced to
create something that better fits the bill, or start again from
scratch with a good idea of how to proceed.

Excel: An Accounts Spreadsheet from Scratch E 882/2
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A handy
‘household
accounts’
spreadsheet

A useful way to
learn the ropes
with Excel!

A tutorial to
help you create
whatever you
really need
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Task 1: Create Your 12 Monthly Worksheets
The spreadsheet we’re creating will track your income and
expenses over a full year, and to keep it neat we’ll use a
separate worksheet for each month. Later, we’ll carry
forward each month’s totals to the next sheet, so you’ll
always be able to see how things are going just by looking
at the current month’s sheet.

First, though, we need to create those twelve sheets and set
up the basics. Start Microsoft Excel and follow these steps:

E 882/3
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A separate
worksheet for
each month’s
figures

Add extra 
sheets to give a
total of 12

1.  If you’re using Microsoft Excel 2013 or later, you’ve
probably arrived at Excel’s Start screen. If so, click
on Blank workbook to produce a new, empty Excel
document. (In Excel 2010 you’ll automatically arrive
at a new document.)

2.  In Excel 2013 or later, your blank workbook curren-
tly consists of one tabbed page, named ‘Sheet1’. In
Excel 2010, you’ve been given three pages to start
with (‘Sheet1’, ‘Sheet2’ and ‘Sheet3’). We need 12
sheets – one for each month of the year – and there’s
a quick way to add those new sheets: hold down the

key and tap the key. Each press adds
one new sheet, so keep pressing                         until
you have 12 sheets. (The number shown on the first
sheet’s tab increases by one for each tab you add, so
– if you lose count – when that first tab says
‘Sheet12’  you’ll know you’ve finished!)

F11Shift

You may not be able to see all 12 of those tabs at once,
but the little arrow buttons to the left of the first tab
allow you to scroll left or right through them, bringing
unseen tabs into view. 

:

+ Shift F11
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Task 2: Enter the Required Headings and
Formulas
That’s got the bare bones of our spreadsheet in place and
saved. As you continue working on it over the coming pages,
remember to press + regularly to update that saved
copy with the work you’ve done on it since!

Ctrl S

Double-click 
tabs to rename
the sheets

Save your
template file

Remember to
keep saving
regularly!
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3.  Now we’re going to rename those 12 tabs with
month names. Double-click the leftmost tab (curr-
ently named ‘Sheet12’) which highlights its name,
type January and press to confirm it. Then
double-click the tab to its right, type February and
press . In the same way, work your way
through the remaining tabs.

Enter

Enter

We’re naming the tabs this way to help you find a
particular month’s figures easily. However, we’ll also be
using these names later on when we carry forward figures
from one month to the next, so we need to be sure they’re
typed correctly! (You might prefer to use abbreviations –
Jan, Feb, Mar, and so on – just be sure to use the same
names when we carry forward the figures on page 13.)

4.  We’ve got our spreadsheet underway, and this is a
good time to save what we’ve done so far. Press the

key (which is a quick way of bringing up Excel’s
Save As dialog), and save this to your ‘Documents’
folder (or somewhere equally accessible), giving it the
name Accounts Template since, at the moment, we’re
aiming to create a template that can be copied and
reused year after year.

F12

!
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The next job is to add headings to the columns, so that we
know where particular items should be entered, and to add
the formulas that will give a running tally of each month’s
income and outgoings:
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Select all 
12 tabs

Set all the 
cells to use the
‘Currency’ format

1.  Start by clicking your January sheet’s tab to select
it (using those little arrows to the left of the tabs to
scroll it into view if you can’t currently see it).

2.  We want exactly the same headings and formulas on
all 12 of our sheets, and you might expect that to be
a long and tedious job. Not at all! If we start by
selecting all the tabs, we can enter the details just
once and they’ll appear identically on all the sheets.
To do that, right-click your January sheet and
choose Select All Sheets from the menu. After doing
this, all the tabs turn white.

At some point during the next few steps, you might feel
tempted to click other tabs and see whether the work
we’ve done on the January tab really has been replicated
on those. That’s fine, but after doing it, be sure to repeat
steps 1 and 2 above (switching back to your January tab
and selecting all the sheets again) before continuing.

3.  We’re going to be tracking amounts of money in this
spreadsheet, so we want every figure we type to look
like currency – to include a £ sign and always show
two digits for pence. That’s quick and easy to set up. 

!

:
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Type the 
column 
headings

Do you want to
change the font
or text size?
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    First, press + to select every cell in the
sheet. Next, switch to the Home tab on the Ribbon (if
you’re not already looking at that tab), open the drop-
down list in the ‘Number’ group that currently shows
the word ‘General’ and choose Currency. You won’t
see anything interesting happen, but don’t worry –
that’s got the job done. (And, since we’ve got all 12
sheets selected, it’s also set all the cells on all those
sheets to use the Currency format for numbers, too.)

4.  Now we’ll enter column headings across the top row
of the sheet. Click in cell A1 to select that cell (and
deselect all the other cells that we selected in the
previous step) and type the word Date.

5.  Click in cell B1 (the cell to its right) or press the
key to move from A1 to B1, and type the word Details.
In cell C1 type Income and in cell D1 type Expenses.

6.  Now is a good time to think about the font and text
size: having typed those few headings and seen
Excel’s default font, would you like something
different, and should the text be larger or smaller?
You might like to click in a different cell and type a
pounds-and-pence figure like 146.82 and press

to see how figures look with the current font
and size. If you want to make any changes, press

+ again to select all the cells on the sheet
and use the options in the ‘Font’ group on the
Ribbon to adjust the font to your liking. (If you did

Ctrl A

Tab

Ctrl A

Enter
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Make the
‘Details’ column
wider

Make the
headings bold

    enter a dummy figure in a cell, be sure to click in
that cell and press Delete afterwards to remove it –
otherwise that figure will appear in the same place
on all your sheets!) If you did press + to
select all the cells, click any single cell now to
deselect all the others.

7.  The ‘Details’ column (column B) is where we’ll be
typing descriptions of the entries of our transactions
(as you can see in the screenshot on page 2), so it
needs to be fairly wide. Move the mouse up to the
dividing line between columns B and C, which makes
the pointer shape turn into a vertical bar with
horizontal arrows, press-and-hold the left mouse
button and drag to the right. Drag as far as you need
to give yourself plenty of room to type descriptions. 

Ctrl A

The other three columns will only contain the date (in
‘A’) or amounts of money (in ‘C’ and ‘D’), so they can be
left fairly narrow. However, you might like to drag their
right-hand dividing lines a little to the right to make
them slightly wider, especially if you chose a more
spaced-out font or larger text size in step 6.

8.  Let’s make those headings look a bit better by
making them bold and adding a thick line below
them. First, select those four cells by moving the
mouse pointer to cell A1, pressing-and-holding the
left mouse button and dragging to the right until you
reach cell D1.
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Add the italic
‘Brought forward’
text…

…and align it 
to the right

A thin line below
the second row

9.    With those four cells selected, make their text bold
by pressing + or clicking the Bold (‘B’)
button in the ‘Font’ group on the Ribbon.

10.  To add a line below the headings, click the little
arrow beside the Borders button in the ‘Font’ group
on the Ribbon and choose Thick Bottom Border.

11.  Now click in cell B2 (the cell immediately below
your ‘Details’ heading). We want the text we’ll be
typing into this cell to be italic, so press +
(or click the Italic (‘I’) button in the ‘Font’ group on
the Ribbon). Now type the words Brought forward:
and press the key.

12.  We want this text to be
aligned to the right of
the cell, so click that
‘Brought forward’ cell
again and then click
the Align Right button
in the ‘Alignment’ group on the Ribbon.

13.  To finish off this upper section, we’ll put a thin
dividing line below the row containing this
‘Brought forward’ text. Select cells A2 across to D2
(in the same way you selected A1 to D1 in step 8),

Ctrl B

Ctrl I

Enter
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      then click the little arrow beside the Borders button
on the Ribbon, and this time choose Bottom Border. 

14.  Now click some other cell in your sheet to deselect
those four cells and admire your handiwork so far!

1.  First, a question. How many entries do you think
you’ll add in a single month? We need to leave
enough rows blank for those, so if you think you’ll be
entering a new transaction most days, for example,
you’ll leave about 30 rows empty and put the totals
in, say, row 31. (In my example, I’m leaving fewer
blank rows and putting my totals in row 14, but that
may be nowhere near enough for you.)

2.  In the row you’ve chosen for your totals (row 14 in my
case), click the cell in column B and type This month:

3.  Click in the cell immediately below that one and type
This year:

4.  Now select those two cells by clicking in the upper
one and dragging down to the lower one.

Add totals at 
the bottom of
the sheet

Add the text in
column B

:

Add formulas to total-up your figures
Further down on this sheet we need formulas to make our
spreadsheet do some adding-up. We want to total the
current month’s income and expenses, showing the running
totals at the bottoms of those columns, and we also want
to keep track of the totals so far this year.
Before continuing, make sure you’ve still got all 12 sheets
selected (their tabs are all white). If you’ve since clicked any
other tab to have a look around, repeat steps 1 and 2 on
page 5 to select them all again. Now follow these steps: 
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Make it bold…

…and right-
aligned

A formula to
total the Income
column…

…and a formula
to total the
Expenses column
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5.    Make the text bold (by pressing + or
clicking the Bold button in the ‘Font’ group on the
Ribbon).

6.    Align the text in those cells to the right by clicking
the Align Right button in the ‘Alignment’ group on
the Ribbon.

7.    Now we’re ready to add the formulas to total-up the
figures that will (eventually) appear in the ‘Income’
and ‘Expenses’ columns of your sheet. In the
‘Income’ column (column ‘C’), click in the cell
beside the words ‘This month:’.

8.    We need to total everything from row 3 down to
the row above the one you chose earlier for your
totals. In my cases, I’m putting the totals in row 14
so I’ll be totalling rows 3 to 13. If you decided to put
your totals in row 31, for example, you’ll be totalling
rows 3 to 30. In the cell you’ve just selected, type
this formula, but replacing my ‘13’ with your own
final row number, and then press :

=SUM(C3:C13)

9.    Click in the cell to the right of this one (which puts
you in column ‘D’, your ‘Expenses’ column) and
type this formula, again replacing my ‘13’ with the
last row number to be included your totals, and
then press :

=SUM(D3:D13)

10.  The result should look like the screenshot below.
Excel has ‘added up’ those columns of figures but, as
they’re currently all blank, it shows ‘£0.00’ for both.

Ctrl B

Enter

Enter
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Which row
contains your
two totals?

A formula for
total income 
this year…

…and total
expenses this
year

Add a thin line
above the totals
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11.  Later on we’re going to carry forward our running
totals for income and expenses from month to
month, putting them in cells C2 and D2, and we want
to add those to the current month’s figures to show
our running totals for the whole year in the two cells
beside ‘This year:’. So, for the next two steps, you
need to know which row contains your two monthly
totals – in other words, the row currently displaying
those ‘£0.00’ cells. In my case it’s row 14. 

12.  Click the cell to the right of the words ‘This year:’
(putting you in column ‘C’, your ‘Income’ column)
and type this formula, replacing my ‘14’ with the
correct row in your own sheet, and press :
=C2+C14

13.  Now click in the cell to the right of this one (which
puts you in column ‘D’, your ‘Expenses’ column)
and type this, again replacing my ‘14’ with the row
number you used in the previous step, press :
=D2+D14

14.  Once again we’ve told Excel to add cells together
that don’t yet contain anything, so that’s given us
a result of ‘£0.00’ in those cells too.

15.  Lastly we’ll put a thin dividing line above our totals
to separate them from the transactions we’ll
eventually enter above. In the row above your totals
(row 13 in my case), press the left mouse button in
the leftmost cell and drag to the right until you’re
above the second of the ‘£0.00’ cells.

16.  With those four cells selected, click the Borders
button in the ‘Font’ group on the Ribbon and this
time choose Bottom Border. Having done that, click
any other cell on your sheet to deselect those cells
and see how it all looks:

Enter

Enter
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A pause for
thought: any
changes needed?

Select your
January tab only

One other thing you might like to reconsider is whether
you’ve left enough blank rows above your totals for the
number of transactions you expect enter each month.
If you think a few extra rows would be wise, you can
sort that out now without spoiling anything. Right-click
the row number at the far-left of any blank row and
choose Insert, and an extra row will be added above it.
Do that as often as needed. 

18.  Now we’ll deselect all those other sheets: click one
of the other tabs – it doesn’t matter which as long

17.  All the while we’ve been making changes to the
sheet in front of you, we’ve had the other 11 sheets
selected as well, so they all look the same as this
one. For the final task, starting on the next page,
we have to work on each sheet individually, so the
time has come to deselect all those others. Just
before we do, have one last look at this sheet and
reconsider the basics that should apply to every
sheet. Are you happy with the font and text size? If
not, press + to select every cell on the
sheet and make adjustments. Similarly, would you
like to make any of the columns wider or narrower?
If so, this is the time to do it. 

Ctrl A
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A final addition
to each sheet
individually

Which row
contains your
‘This year’
totals?
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1.  Make sure your January sheet is selected. This is the
easy one! Since it’s the first month of the year,
there’s nothing to bring forward, so our total income
and expenses will both be zero. Click in cell C2
(immediately to the right of the words ‘Brought
forward’) and type 0,
then press the Tab key to
move into the cell to its
right and type 0 there as well. Press or
to move out of that cell, and this sheet is done: Excel
is now showing ‘£0.00’ in both of those cells.

2.  For the next few steps you’ll need to know which
row contains your annual totals – the row
containing the words ‘This year’. In my case it’s row
15 (as you can see in the screenshot on the previous
page): the total income is in cell C15 and the total

EnterTab

      as it’s not the ‘January’ tab you’ve been working
with – and you’ll see that only that tab is then shown
in white. Now switch back to your January tab.

19.  Finally, if you haven’t done so recently, save your
work again by pressing + .Ctrl S

Task 3: Carry Forward the Totals from
Month to Month
That brings us to the last little job. We want the spreadsheet
to keep track of the total income and the total expenses over
the whole year. Starting from 0 at the beginning of January,
it will tot-up all of January’s figures and carry them forward
to February’s sheet, then add February’s figures and carry
the new result over to March’s sheet, and so on.

Here’s what to do:

:
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In case you’re wondering about that exclamation mark
– yes, it’s correct! We want Excel to show the same
thing in this cell as is shown in a particular cell on your
January sheet, and this formula does that. The
exclamation mark tells Excel that the preceding part of
the formula is the name of a sheet and the part that
follows is the cell on that sheet.

I mentioned on page 4 that it was important not to have
any typing mistakes in the sheet names, and this is why!
If you type this formula correctly, but you’d mistakenly
named your sheet ‘Janury’ (for example), you’d see a
‘#REF!’ error in your cell telling you something’s wrong.

Likewise, if you decided to give your sheets abbreviated
names (Jan, Feb, Mar, and so on), you’ll have to adjust
for that, making this formula =Jan!C15.
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Carry forward
January’s totals
to February…

…and February’s
totals to
March…

    expenses in D15. You’ve probably left a greater
number of blank rows  than I have, so yours will be
different. Make a mental note of this row number
and you’re ready to carry on.

3.  Switch to your February sheet, click in cell C2 (imm-
ediately to the right of this sheet’s ‘Brought forward’
cell) and type this formula, replacing my ‘15’ with
the row number that contains your own annual
totals: =January!C15

4.  Press the key to jump into the cell to its right
(cell D2) and type this formula, again replacing ‘15’
with your own row number, and then pressing

afterwards: =January!D15
5.  Now switch to your March sheet. Here again, type

the following into cells C2 and D2 respectively, remem-
bering to replace the ‘15’ with your own row number:

Tab

Enter
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Copy your
template to 
use for this 
year’s accounts

=February!C15
and
=February!D15

6.  Switch to your April sheet, and carry forward the
March totals in the same way, and so on up to the
December sheet (where, of course, you’ll be bringing
forward the November totals). This is the one rather
repetitive routine we’ve had to follow, but at least it
only has to be done once, and then you’ve finished.

7.  Once you’ve done the same with your December
sheet, switch back to your January sheet again by
clicking its tab (you might have to use the little
arrows to the left of the tabs to scroll it back into
view). Finally, save your work one final time by
pressing + .Ctrl S

Using Your Finished Accounts Spreadsheet
As I explained earlier, what you’ve created is a template
(named ‘Accounts Template’) that you can copy at the
beginning of each year to use for that year’s accounts. You
can do that right now, creating a copy to use for 2021
(although you’ll be starting several months into the year):
press the key to bring up Excel’s Save As dialog, type
the name Accounts 2021 and click Save. (Of course, you can
choose any name you like for this, but it’s wise to include
the year in its name so that in future you can easily tell one
year’s file from another!)

If you look at Excel’s title bar, you’ll see that Excel has closed
your ‘Accounts Template’ file and you’re now working with
the new file you’ve just created, your ‘Accounts 2021’ file. You
can now switch to the current month’s tab and start entering
your figures for this month. Meanwhile, your template stays
safely unchanged, ready to be used again next year.

F12
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When January comes around, open your ‘Accounts Template’
file again, press and type the name Accounts 2022 and
that gives you another copy of this template to start using
for next year.

Using this spreadsheet is straightforward. When you want
to enter a transaction, you type the date at the beginning of
the first blank row, a description of the transaction in the
‘Details’ cell to its right and the amount in either the ‘Income’
or ‘Expenses’ cell as appropriate.

As soon as you’ve typed the amount and pressed either Tab
or Enter (or clicked some other cell), a flurry of activity takes
place: Excel adds up the figures you’ve entered so far for
this month and updates the current month’s totals in the two
cells beside This month. It then adds those totals to the
figures brought forward for the whole year (shown in row
2) and displays an updated balance in the two cells beside
This year. Finally, it carries these new totals forward to the
next month (and the next, and the next…). Feel free to enter
some dummy transactions to test it out for yourself – you
can easily delete them afterwards.

F12
Next year,
another copy in
the same way

Enter each
transaction in a
separate row

Excel totals the
month and the
year to date, and
carries forward
the new totals
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